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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides the results of the evaluation performed on the risk-informed application
submitted by Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG) to extend the allowed outage time
(AOT) for one train of High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) system from 1(3) days to 7 days in
modes 1, 2 and 3. The joint application report (JAR) cites the need for flexibility in the
performance of on-line maintenance and surveillance testing as the primary reason for the
requested change. The evaluation focused on the PRA aspects of the joint application in order to
determine the degree of departure from the guideline values for the AOT risk as provided in the
standard review plan for the technical specifications. The guideline value has been used as a gauge
for measuring the risk significance of the limiting condition of operation (LCO) configuration in
risk-informed technical specification (TS) evaluations. With respect to core damage, the guideline
of 5E-7 is compared with the probability of core damage occurring, while in the limiting condition
of operation (LCO) configuration during the allowed outage time. This probability, which is
referred to as the single AOT risk (SAOT) is obtained by multiplying the increase in the core
damage frequency (conditional CDF given one train of HPSI is out, less baseline CDF) by the
proposed AOT of 168 hours. Relative to large early release, the guideline for a single AOT risk is
5E-8.
Each licensee (all operating CE plants except Calvert Cliffs) provided the AOT-induced change in
the CDF and LERF. In principle, for many CE plants the SAOT risk values are high relative to
guideline values. The degree of departure from the CDF-based guideline value ranges from I to 12
if one train of HPSI is removed for preventive maintenance and 4 to 45 if the outage is for
corrective maintenance. The high values of the reported SAOT risk reflect the importance of HPSI
in preventing core damage for PWR plants, in particular for CE plants. This is because in CE
plants long term cooling of the core in post-LOCA accidents is performed by the operation of
HPSI in re-circulation mode. The HPSI system is challenged in response to the following
accidents:

o

Small loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), medium LOCAs, and steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) events (to perform short-term reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory control
function)
L All LOCAs (to perform long-term RCS inventory control function)
"o Transient induced LOCAs (to perform short-term and long-term RCS inventory control
function)
"o Transients (to support feed and bleed operation if this method of RCS cooling is possible).
The major difference among the Combustion Engineering (CE) designed HPSI systems is in the
number of pumps available for injection. The CE plants can be categorized as having either a two
pump HPSI design or a three-pump HPSI design. In the three-pump HPSI design, the third pump,
referred to as a "spare or swing pump," is either normally aligned and auto-actuated to inject into
the RCS (one HPSI train is served by two parallel pumps) or can be manually aligned to provide
backup for the pumping function of either train should the pump associated with that train be .
removed from service for maintenance. Because of this design feature, the frequency of entry into
the LCO configuration is expected to be lower for CE plants having 3-pump HPSI design than that
of 2-pump design.
The Fort Calhoun and Waterford plants that normally operate with three HPSI pumps analyzed an
LCO configuration in which the remaining HPSI train is served by two parallel pumps. Because of
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this modeling assumption, the reported AOT risk for these units is substantially lower than that of
other CE plants. Had these two plants analyzed the same LCO configuration as the other CE plants
(a valid LCO condition), the AOT risk would be higher at these two plants and comparable to other
CE plants.
The balance of CE plants regardless of their HPSI design, defined the most limiting condition in a
configuration where only one pump is serving the remaining HPSI train. This review cannot rule
out the entry into the most limiting condition for Fort Calhoun and Waterford units.
The variation in AOT risk results is also caused by differences in the success criteria assumed in
the PRA models with respect to the following two mitigating strategies:
oi

o

Once-through cooling (feed and bleed) given secondary cooling is lost (since this strategy
requires HPSI, the plants that credited this strategy are more sensitive to the LCO
configuration).
Depressurization and using low pressure pumps given HPSI function is lost (since this strategy
uses a diverse system as a backup to HPSI, the plants that credited this strategy are less
sensitive to the LCO configuration).

Whether all or none or combinations of these mitigating strategies are credible success paths, the
AOT risk will always be higher relative to guideline by a factor of at least 3. The basis of this
conclusion is the data extracted from the JAR and the IPE models as summarized below.
Plant
Set

Success Criteria Assumption
Credit for once-through
Credit for Depressurization
cooling (Feed and Bleed)
and using Low Pressure
is Appropriate
Pumps is Appropriate
True (Yes)
True (Yes)

St. Lucie units

I

Millstone 2
Waterford

2

False (No)

False (No)

3

True (Yes)

False (No)

ANO-2
Palisades
Fort Calhoun
Palo Verde units
SONGS

Ratio of Single
AOT (preventive)
to the CDF-based
Guideline Value
;3
;5
The assumption of 2
pumps controls the
AOT risk
=:7
zz2

Same as Waterford
4

False (No)

True (Yes)

The high CDF-based single AOT risk values translate into high values for LERF-based single AOT
risk in particular, because of the HPSI system role in mitigation of SGTR events.
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ACRONYMS
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AFW
AOT
CC
CCDF
CCWS
CDF
CDP
CE
CEOG
CLERF
CM
CRMP
CS
CSS
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EDG
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HPSI
ICCDP
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IPE
JAR
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LCO
LERF
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LPSI
MLOCA
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MSLB
NRC
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PORV
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PSA
PSIA
PWR
RAI

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2
Atmospheric Dump Valve
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Allowed Outage Time
Common Cause
Conditional Core Damage Frequency
Component Cooling Water System
Core Damage Frequency
Core Damage Probability
Combustion Engineering
Combustion Engineering Owners Group
Conditional Large Early Release Frequency
Corrective Maintenance
Configuration Risk Management Program
Containment Spray
Containment Spray System
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
Emergency Feedwater
Fort Calhoun Station
Guideline Value (5.OE-7 for single AOT risk)
Guideline Exceeding Factor
High Pressure Safety Injection
Incremental Conditional Core Damage Probability
Incremental Conditional Large Early Release Probability
Individual Plant Examination
Joint Applications Report
Licensing Basis
Limiting Condition of Operation
Large Early Release Frequency
Large Early Release Probability
Large Loss of Coolant Accident
Large Late Release Frequency
Loss of Coolant Accident
Low Pressure Safety Injection
Medium Loss of Coolant Accident
Maintenance Rule
Main Steam Line Break
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Preventive Maintenance
Power-Operated Relief Valve
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Pounds Force per Square Inch (Absolute)
Pressurized Water Reactor
Request for Additional Information
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RCS
RHR
RPV
RWT
RWST
SAOT
SDBCS
SDC
SDCS
SE
SG
SGTR
SIAS
SIRWT
SONGS
SOW
SRP
SRV
SSC
STI
TER
TS

Reactor Cooling System
Residual Heat Removal
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Refueling Water Tank
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Single AOT Risk
Steam Dump and Bypass Control Systems
Shutdown Cooling
Shutdown Cooling System
Safety Evaluation
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
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Safety Injection and Refueling Water Tank
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Standard Review Plan
Safety Relief Valve
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Technical Evaluation Report
Technical Specification
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1. INTRODUCTION
L1. Background
In March 1998 the Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG) submitted, for staff review,
ajoint applications report (JAR) to modify the technical specifications (TS) of the high pressure
safety injection system (HPSI) [1]. The proposed changes would allow an extension of the
allowed outage time (AOT) to 7 days for one HPSI train. The JAR also requested modifications
to the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) action statements. Later, in a meeting between
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the CEOG, the CEOG withdrew the
requested changes to the ECCS action statements [2]. The JAR provided risk-informed and
deterministic arguments to justify the AOT extension. It provided a summary of the results of
risk assessments for all of the Combustion Engineering (CE) plants, except for the Calvert Cliffs
units. However, the conclusions drawn in the JAR are considered applicable to all of the CE
plants.
The NRC requested SCIENTECH, Inc. to evaluate the joint applications report focusing on the
risk-informed analyses performed to support the AOT extension request. To clarify certain
technical issues that were not addressed directly in the JAR, SCIENTECH requested additional
information (RAIs) in June 1998 [3]. The Reponses to the RAIs were received in May 1999 [4].
This report documents the results of the review activities performed for the risk-informed portion
of the submittal. This report excludes consideration of the Calvert Cliffs units. The review
activities were based on the requirements of the statement of the work (SOW) [5] and the
guidance provided by the NRC staff. The review was also carried out, to the extent consistent
with the SOW, in adherence with the guidance contained in standard review plans (SRPs) [6, 7]
and regulatory guides [8, 9].
1.2 Compliance of Review Processwith SRPs
The general guidance for evaluating the technical bases for a risk-informed modification to a
licensing basis (LB) is provided in Chapter 19 of the NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) [6]. The
specific guidance for the evaluation of changes to AOTs and surveillance test intervals (STIs) is
contained in Chapter 16.1 of the SRP [7]. Chapter 19 of the SRP requires the review activities to
address five key principles that collectively govern the staff's risk-informed decision-making
process. These principles are listed below and are depicted in Figure 1.
I.

The proposed TS change meets the current regulation.

II. The impact of the proposed TS change is consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy.
III. The proposed TS change maintains sufficient safety margin.
IV. The incremental risk associated with the proposed change is small and consistent with the
intent of the Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement [10]. (Since the AOTs are entered
infrequently and are considered temporary in nature, the SRP for the TS provides specific
guidelines applicable only to AOT risk.)

I

V. The licensee has the ability to monitor the impact of the proposed change using performance
measurement strategies and then commits to such a program.

1: The proposed chage
AOT
regulation

.1:
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change
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Integrated Risk-
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the defense-in-depth
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risk (ICCDP
I:TeA
and ICLERP) is small

Commitment to

monitor the impact of the
I proposed AOT change

Figure 1: Principles of Risk-Informed Integrated Decision-Making
The staff decision in granting any requested change is guided by a process that requires the
determination of whether a licensing basis change meets the set of key principles shown above.
In risk-informed TS applications, the intent of Principles II, IV, and V is met by a three-tiered
approach [7] as discussed below.
In Tier 1, an individual licensee is expected to determine the change in plant operational risk
[specifically with respect to core damage frequency (CDF) and incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP)] as a result of the proposed TS modification. In addition, in order
to get a better understanding of the impact of the TS change on containment performance, the
licensee is expected to perform an analysis of the large early release frequency (LERF) and
incremental conditional large early release probability (ICLERP) under the modified TS
conditions and then discuss the results. Accordingly, the attributes of Principle IV are met
directly by the assessment needs of Tier 1. The evaluation of the probabilistic analyses
performed by the CEOG to demonstrate conformance with Principle IV is the focus of this
review.
In Tier 2, an individual licensee is expected to evaluate and understand the plant's status with
respect to defense-in-depth when proposing an AOT change. The licensee should provide
reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage configurations will not occur
when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed TS changes. An
effective way to perform such an assessment is to evaluate equipment according to its
contribution to plant risk while the equipment covered by the proposed AOT change is out of
service. Once plant equipment is so evaluated, an assessment can be made as to whether certain
enhancements to the TS or procedures are needed to avoid risk-significant plant configurations.
In addition, compensatory. actions that can mitigate any corresponding increase in risk should be
identified and evaluated. Any changes made to the plant design or operating procedures as a
result of such a risk evaluation should be incorporated into the analyses utilized for TS changes
under Tier 1. Thus, the Tier 2 evaluation satisfies the intent of Principle II to ensure the
proposed change is consistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy. A probabilistic analysis can
be used to support and augment traditional engineering evaluations performed to justify
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conformance with Principle II' (Tier 2). This review process includes an assessment of the
responsibilities of individual plants with respect to Tier 2.
In Tier 3, the licensees assure that the risk impact of out-of-service equipment is appropriately
evaluated in anticipation of a configuration and in response to an evolving plant condition. This
is expected to be an intrinsic part of all maintenance scheduling. Again, Tier 3 generally meets
the intent of Principle V. This review evaluates whether the licensees have the ability to predict
high-risk configurations, and if so, whether they commit to a risk-informed configuration control
system.
According to JAR, each CEOG utility used its current PRA model to assess the AOT risk. This
review did not have access to any documentation of these PRA models. The JAR however,
reported the baseline CDFs associated with the current PRA models of the CE plants. With the
exception of the Palo Verde units, the CDF values are generally very close to those of the IPEs 2.
Relying on this limited observation, it was assumed that the revised PRA models are structurally
the same as the individual plant examinations (IPEs) models submitted by CE plants to the NRC.
That is, the characteristics of the current PRA models are the same as those of the IPE models
(e.g., the same system response and the success criteria). Predicated on this assumption, this
review draws from the individual plant examinations (IPEs) models and corresponding IPE
evaluations performed by the staff and their contractors. Recognizing that a common
methodology was employed by the CEOG to quantify AOT risk, and because CE plants
generally have sufficient commonalties 3 , it is expected that a significant contribution to the
variation in AOT risk results is caused by the differences in the underlying probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) models. This evaluation attempts to highlight those modeling differences.
The variability in PRA models can be attributed to factors such as:

o
o

minor design or operational differences
PRA assumptions (e.g., success criteria)

Table 1 delineates the review activities that support principles II, IV, and V. Each review
activity is presented in terms of an "issue." For some issues the SRP provides guidelines. The
guidelines for each issue and the sections of the technical evaluation report (TER) which address
the issue are also listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the JAR was submitted before final
issuance of the SRPs and regulatory guides. As expected, certain technical issues may not have
been addressed directly in the submittal.

1.3 Scope and Structureof Report
The purpose of this TER is to establish the validity of the conclusions drawn in the CEOG joint
applications report for TS modifications related to HPSI. It provides a technical basis for the
probabilistic analysis can also support and augment traditional engineering evaluations performed to
justify compliance with Principle III. The SRP [7] only acknowledges the potential use of PRA as a
framework in determining the extent of the defense-in-depth philosophy (i.e., Principle II).
2 The exceptions are the Palo Verde units. The CDF for these units have been decreased by a factor of close
to two.
3 Notable differences are (1) several CE plants do not have power-operated relief valves (PORVs) and (2)
the Palo Verde units do not have a diverse containment cooling system.
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NRC staffs safety evaluation (SE) on the joint applications report. This TER primarily
addresses the PRA aspects of the joint applications report to determine that each individual
licensee meets the attributes of Principle IV. (The deterministic aspects are outside the scope of
this TER; the NRC staff will address them separately.) Due to resource constraints, this
evaluation does not attempt to independently reproduce the AOT risk results for each individual
CE plant. The approach taken relies on comparative studies to identify factors that cause
variations in risk profiles. The PRA evaluation focuses on:

"o comparing AOT risk results among CE plants to identify variations,
"o identifying modeling assumptions in the underlying PRA models that affect the AOT risk
o

results, and
establishing the basis for the reported AOT risk results.

This TER also addresses the concept of defense-in-depth (Principle II), probabilistically using
the AOT risk results and programmatically by determining the licensee's commitment to Tier 2.
The individual licensee's commitment to meet Principle V, by committing to a risk configuration
control system, is also addressed. Section 2 provides a summary of the proposed TS changes.
Section 3 addresses the systems affected by the proposed TS changes. Section 4 summarizes the
statement of the need for the AOT extension as presented in the JAR. Section 5 summarizes the
general risk-informed strategy employed by the CEOG to justify the TS change. In Section 6 the
AOT risk results (from the CDF point of view) are compared to the guideline value. Section 7
examines the mitigating strategies credited in the PRA for the HPSI in the prevention of the core
damage sequences. The ability of other systems to perform the function of the HPSI is also
discussed to set the stage of the evaluation of the defense-in-depth. Section 7 also examines the
impact of the AOT change on LERF. Section 8 addresses the licensees' ability to meet Tier 2
and 3 elements. The Evaluation Summary is presented in Section 9, followed by the References
in Section 10.
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Table 1: Review Activities Performed as Guided by the Standard Review Plan
Principle

Area of Review
Guidelines (if applicable)

Issue
I.
The proposed AOT change meets the
current regulation

10 CFR 50.36, 10 CFR 50.90

Compliance with current regulation

Within the Scope of
rER/Section No.
No

58 FR 39132, 60 FR 36953
II. The impact of the proposed AOT
change is consistent with the defense-in
depth philosophy

Ill. The proposed AOT change maintains
sufficient safety margin

IV. The incremental risk associated with
the proposed AOT change is small and
consistent with the intent of the
Commission's Safety Goal Policy
Statement

Traditional engineering evaluations supported by probabilistic analysis
Tier 2: Avoidance of risk significant plant configurations

Commitment to Tier 2

7.2.5 and 8

Impact on the balance among core damage prevention
and consequence mitigation
Over-reliance on programmatic activities

No significant impact on CDF or LERF

7.2 and 7.3

Impact on system redundancy and functional availability

Compliance to Tier 2 and MR

Impact on defense against common cause failures

No new CC failure modes are introduced

N/A

Impact on the independence of physical barriers

Independence of barriers is not degraded

7.3

Impact on the operator response

No new operator error

NA

Compliance with general design criteria

Compliance to Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50

No

No unrealistic assumption or credit in the PRA

Traditional engineering evaluation

8

No

Compliance with approved code and standards

FSAR assumptions are not violated

Probabilistic engineering evaluation
The weight of PRA in establishing the basis for TS
change
Methodology used for assessment of AOT risk
Consideration of shutdown and transitioning risk
Validity of PRA

"•
"

The basis is adequately supported by PRA
An accepted method (e.g., NUREG/CR-6141) is
used
A compelling qualitative or risk-informed argument
is presented
PRA is generally valid for AOT risk calculation

5
5.2
5.1
7.1 and 7.2

Safety significance of HPSI
HPSI success criteria

How PRA credited IIPSI?
Tier 1: Single AOT risk (ICCDP)
Tier 1: Single AOT risk (ICLERP)
V. Commitment to monitor the impact of
proposed change using performance
measurement strategies

7.2.1 and 7.3

5.OE-7

6

5.OE-8

7.3

Licensee's Tier 3 Program
Tier 3: Implementation of risk-informed configuration
risk management
Monitoring the impact of the AOT change as part of the
MR program

5

Commitment to Tier 3
Commitment to monitoring of the impact of the AOT
change
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2. CURRENT AND PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The requested modifications affect the AOT for the HPSI system, which is an integral part of
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). Table 2 summarizes the existing and proposed TS
applicable to one train of the HPSI system for CE plants. The proposed AOT change would
extend the AOT for one train of the HPSI for up to 7 days during Mode 1, 2 or 34. The proposed
AOT of 7 days is sought for all CE plants regardless of the variability in the existing AOTs
among CE plants.
Table 2: Current and Proposed AOT for HPSI System for CE Plants
Plant
ANO-2

Proposed AOT

3 days

Fort Calhoun

I day

Millstone 2

2 days

Palisades

3.

Current AOT

1 day

Palo Verde 1, 2 & 3

3 days

San Onofre 2 & 3

3 days

St. Lucie 1

3 days

St. Lucie 2

3 days

Waterford 3

3 days

7 days

SYSTEM AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSED TS

The proposed TS modification affects the high pressure safety injection system. The major
equipment and flow path of the HPSI system of a typical CE plant is shown in Figure 2.
3.1 HPSI Design
The HPSI system is designed to inject borated water into the reactor coolant system (RCS)
following a LOCA or SGTR. The water comes from one of the following sources:

o3 the refueling water storage tank (RWST)5 during the injection phase

or

3 the containment sump during the re-circulation phase.
Additionally, in some CE plants, HPSI can be used for RCS cooling via "feed and bleed"
emergency procedures. During normal operation the HPSI system components are in a standby
condition, aligned for emergency operation. The system is actuated following the generation of
the safety injection actuation signal (SIAS).

4 These

operation modes are known as: Mode 1, at power; Mode 2, start-up; and Mode 3, hot standby. In
these modes, steam generator (SG) cooling is available.
5 The terminology for the borated water storage tank varies amount CE plants. The terminology used to
identify this tank includes safety injection and refueling water tank (SIRWT), refueling water storage tank
(RWST), and refueling water tank (RWT).
6

3.2 Variationin the Design of HPSISystem Among CE Plants

The design and performance of the HPSI system varies among CE plants. Table 3 provides a
comparison of the HPSI system design among the CE plants considered in this TER. The major
difference in the CE designed HPSI systems is in the number of pumps available for the
injection. The CE plants can be categorized as having either a two-pump HPSI design or a three
pump HPSI design. The plants that have a two-pump HPSI design are Palo Verde, St. Lucie, and
the Palisades units. The remaining CE plants have a three-pump HPSI design. In this design, one
of the pumps, referred to as a "spare or swing pump," provides backup for the pumping function
of either train should the pump associated with that train be removed from service for
maintenance. When the swing pump is activated to perform the function of an out-of-service
pump, it is aligned to "auto start." There are also variations in the three-pump HPSI design with
respect to the alignment, power source, and actuation of the pumps. As expected, these design
variations affect the AOT risk results. The following are highlights of the differences:
u

According to the JAR, in Ft. Calhoun and Waterford 3, all three HPSI pumps are normally
aligned and actuated for injection and, as such, these plants typically operate with 3 HPSI
pumps in service. For Waterford, the spare pump is connected to a "swing" AC bus, which
may be powered by either emergency diesel generator (EDG). However, during normal
operation the AC power bus to the spare is aligned to only one division of electrical power
(response to RAI 7[4]). In the case of Ft. Calhoun, the spare pump is aligned to a single
ECCS train. In effect, for these two plants, although one of the HPSI trains has two 100%
parallel pumps, the pumping function does not have true redundancy. For example, one train
of support systems (e.g., one AC bus) supports both pumps.

C) In Millstone 2, ANO-2 and SONGS 2 &3, the third pump is not normally aligned or actuated
automatically. These plants effectively operate with two auto-actuated (HPSI) pumps. The
third pump, if available can be actuated manually.

3.3 OperationalModes of the HPSISystem (Design Basis)
Injection Mode:

This mode is initiated when a SIAS is generated. In this mode the HPSI
pumps inject borated water into the RCS by taking suction from the
RWST. Regardless of the number of the HPSI pumps, there are two
main injection headers, each of which is divided into four injection
branches. Each injection branch supplies flow to one cold leg. As
shown in Figure 2, there are a total of eight (8) cold leg injection
branches.

Re-circulation Mode:

Upon the depletion of the RWST contents, the suction of the HPSI
pumps is automatically switched to the containment sump. In this mode,
the HPSI system in conjunction with the containment heat removal
system provides long term cooling of the core in post-LOCA accidents.

Hot Leg Injection:

If the RCS pressure response indicates that a large LOCA has occurred,
simultaneous hot and cold injections (known as core flush) are initiated,
if necessary, to ensure boron does not precipitate in the core.
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Table 3: Comparison of HPS1 System for CE Plants
Plant

No. of HPSI Pumps

ANO-2

3

No of Pump Actuated by
SIAS
2

Fort Calhoun

3

3

Millstone 2

3

2

Palisades

2

2

Palo Verde I, 2 & 3

2

2

San Onofre 2 & 3

3

2

St. Lucie 1

2

2

St. Lucie 2

2

2

Waterford 3

3

3
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Comments
The third pump can be manually started upon loss of
one of two operating pumps.
All 3 HPSI pumps are in standby and
asymmetrically aligned to the EDGs. Three pumps
start automatically. One train of HPSI has two
dedicated pumps.
The swing pump is capable of being powered by
either Facility I or Facility II. It can be started
manually.

Three pumps are aligned for ECCS operation. Two
pumps (the swing and the pump powered from the
opposite train of support systems supplying the
swing pump) start automatically. The third HPSI
pump is started manually (Source: Page 3-127 of the
IPE).

The third pump is powered via a "swing" AC bus,
which may be powered by either EDG. During
normal operation and maintenance activities, the
swing AC bus is aligned to a single EDG.

4. STATEMENT OF NEEDS
The JAR claims that the proposed AOT extension for the HPSI provides the needed flexibility in
the performance of corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM) and
surveillance testing of HPSI system valves. The JAR cites cases in which the nature of a repair
required a longer AOT than what was available. Overall, based on the text of Section 5.2 of the
JAR, it appears that the present AOT of three days, available to many CE plants, is generally
adequate for typical PM and CM of the HPSI system. The general theme presented in the
justification of the need for an extension of the AOT is that the preventive maintenance of HPSI
components "at power" is generally associated with the system's MOVs, many of which if
individually removed from service, would have a negligible risk impact. The JAR does not
provide any quantitative results to support this claim. The risk results provided in the JAR apply
to the LCO configuration in which a single HPSI train becomes non-functional. The JAR argues
that many CE plants are equipped with a spare/swing HPSI pump and the frequency for these
plants to enter into the LCO configuration to perform maintenance of a pump would be low.
This is because, for these plants, entering into the LCO for a pump repair can be avoided by
placing the spare pump in service while most repairs are in progress. In a tacit reference to the
significance of the AOT risk, once in the LCO configuration, the JAR states, "preventive
maintenance on components that will render the system non-functional are expected to be far
less frequent events and will typically consume much less time than that afforded by the AOT."
5. STRATEGY TO JUSTIFY THE REQUESTED EXTENSION
All CE plants used a common strategy to justify the requested extension. The JAR takes the
position that the risk of AOT should not be viewed in isolation of the risk associated with the
transition and shutdown. That is, the risk of transitioning from "at power" to a shutdown mode,
plus the risk of the planned action while the plant is shut down, should be balanced against the
risk of conducting the planned action during continued operation with the inoperable system.
From a risk point of view, this is a reasonable position applicable to forced shutdown conditions
caused by CM activities. A realistic risk trade-off analysis requires access to transition and
shutdown models that have the same quality in terms of the level of detail and accuracy as the at
power models. It appears that the AOT risk estimates during "at-power" configurations are
based on a revision of the IPE PRA model. The transition and shutdown risk estimates are
derived from pseudo-models based on modified versions of full power IPE models. Extreme
care should then be exercised when comparing the risk associated with the "at-power"
configuration to the risk of a lower mode since the models may not have the same quality.
The highlights of the risk-informed arguments provided by the JAR to justify the AOT extension
for the HPSI are as follows:

oi The JAR argues that most of the usage of the increased AOT is not expected to be for HPSI
pump repair, but rather for maintenance on HPSI valves. The JAR claims that the risk
impact associated with the maintenance of certain valves, such as injection line MOVs, is
insignificant.
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o

Many CE plants include a spare HPSI pump that can perform the function of the affected
HPSI pump. For these plants the frequency of entry into the LCO configuration to perform
pump maintenance would be low 6. In response to Question 7 of the RAIs, the JAR states,
"The normal practice for these plants would be to remove one HPSI from service and replace
it with the spare while the repair is in progress."

"[ Using an "at power" PRA model, the conditional CDF for the LCO configuration increases
by a factor in the range of 1.9 to 7.3 relative to the baseline CDF. The plants with an
installed and aligned spare HPSI pump (Waterford Unit 3 and Fort Calhoun station)
predicted the least factor increase in the conditional CDF (1.9 and 2.7, respectively). The
range of the factor increase in the conditional CDF for the balance of the plants is 4 to 7.3
which corresponds to the single AOT risk of greater than 1.OE-6. Recognizing that the AOT
risk for these plants is significant, the JAR claims that Configuration Risk Management
Program (CRMP) procedures will limit the maintenance duration below the time afforded by
the AOT.

"o If forced to make a transition to lower modes when exceeding the AOT, the plant undergoes
state changes. These state changes (i.e., transitions) challenge the plant in different ways and
subject the plant to risk that otherwise may be avoided. The JAR argues that the cumulative
transition risk 7 is comparable to the risk of continuing power operation in the LCO
configuration.
5.1 Considerationof Shutdown and Transition Risk
This evaluation does not support the quantitative assessment of shutdown and transition risk that
is presented in the applications. The analysis does not appear to be thorough and does not
warrant further quantitative consideration. The qualitative argument that AOTs be extended
(during full power operation) to avoid transitioning to shutdown modes and to avoid
compromising shutdown safety, has merit only in circumstances when the plant must be shut
down because of unscheduled CM. The cause of the forced shutdown could be a failure
condition observed during the surveillance tests. In those cases the decision to complete the
repair of the affected equipment while remaining at power or forcing the plant to undergo mode
changes should include consideration of the transition risk. If, however, the licensee chooses to
schedule PM during full power, a practice referred to as "on-line maintenance," then the risk
impact of maintenance at power operation should be compared to that during shutdown (cold
shutdown or refueling) without consideration of transition risk. This is because for PM activities,
the transition risk is avoidable if the maintenance is properly planned and executed within the
AOT window. It is our view that the transition risk should be factored as a component of the risk
tradeoff analysis only in cases where the plant is forced to shut down as a result of fault
discoveries not caused by PM activities. The JAR inappropriately argues for the accounting of
the transition risk in the risk tradeoff analysis regardless of the outage type (PM versus CM).
Since many plants are increasingly opting for on-line maintenance, a realistic comparison of the
risk impact of PM maintenance at full power versus shutdown risk is possible if two sets of risk
models are available: full power PRA and shutdown PRA. With the full power PRA model, one
can measure the risk impact of the equipment undergoing PM during power operation. The
It should be noted that the LCO would not be entered unless only one HPSI train was operational.
7 Cumulative transition risk refers to the core damage probability associated with the transition of the plant
from full power to plant shutdown and then back to full power, exclusive of the timing at shutdown.
6
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impact of the PM should also be measured during shutdown operation. This requires access to a
shutdown risk model that is as comprehensive as the full power PRA models. Without a risk
model for shutdown operation one cannot realistically compare the risk impact of conducting PM
during power operation versus periods of cold shutdown.
5.2 Methodology Usedfor Assessment of AOT Risk
The atpower AOT risk analysis approach employed by the CEOG is consistent with the methods
described in Reference 11; estimates for single AOT risk and yearly AOT risk are obtained. The
SRP for TS provides numerical guidelines only for the single AOT risk.
In terms of core damage, the single AOT risk is the probability of core damage occurring, while
in the LCO configuration during the allowed outage time. For this application, this value is
obtained by multiplying the increase in the core-damage frequency (conditional CDF given one
train of HPSI is out, less baseline CDF) by the proposed AOT of 168 hours. Therefore, the
single AOT risk represents the increase in the risk if the entire AOT is consumed.
Consistent with the guidelines ofNUREG/CR-6141 [11], common cause failures receive
different treatment in the AOT analysis for CM compared to PM. When the LCO Action
Statement is prompted by the need for CM (i.e., equipment failure), the redundant active
component in service is assigned the P3-factor which is the conditional failure probability given
one component has already failed. The AOT risk for CM is directly proportional to the value
chosen for P3.The AOT risk predicted for CM can be interpreted as the upper bound for the AOT
risk associated with the LCO configuration. For PM (i.e., no equipment failure), the failure
probability of the redundant component in service is not adjusted and it includes both
independent and common cause failure rates.
6. AOT RISK RESULTS FOR AT POWER CONFIGURATIONS
Each licensee evaluated the AOT-induced change in the CDF, which also allowed for the
determination of the single AOT-induced risk. In estimation of the yearly AOT risk, the
licensees assumed that with the AOT extension, the average number of entries in an LCO Action
Statement per year would not change relative to present practices. Table 4 and Table 5
summarize the risk results reported in the JAR. For PM, with the exception of Fort Calhoun
Station (FCS) and Waterford 3, the single AOT risk for CE plants is high relative to the
incremental conditional core damage probability guideline of 5.OE-7. The guideline value has
been used as a gauge for measuring the risk significance of the LCO configuration in risk
informed TS evaluations. For CM, without any exception, all CE plants exceed the guideline
value. To measure the degree of departure from the guideline value, the Guideline Exceeding
Factor (GEF) is defined as the ratio of the single AOT risk to the guideline value of 5.OE-7. The
AOT risk estimates for CE plants along with the calculated GEFs for the PM case are provided
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the AOT risk and the
calculated GEF for each CE plant when HPSI undergoes corrective maintenance. The AOT risk.
results presented in Figure 3 through Figure 6 reflect the LCO configurations in which only one
train of the HPSI system is available. Examples of the LCO configuration are as follows:
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C3 Maintenance of the valves on a main injection header (causes loss of one HPSI train)
u Removal of the power source to two of the HPSI pumps (one of the standby pump and the
swing pump) in plants with three HPSI pumps (causes loss of pumping in one HPSI train)
It should be stressed that the reported risk results are not necessarily conservative if the entire
duration of the AOT is consumed. Consider the following statements taken from the JAR:
"In general, for purposes of the PSA evaluation, it was conservatively assumed
that the spare pump was unavailable. Thus, only one subtrain with a single HPSI
pump available was assumed when calculating the conditional CDF." [Section
6.3.2.4 of the JAR]
"The data presented in Table 6.3.2-1 [of the JAR] considers the plant status upon entry
into the LCO and therefore neglected credit for any spare pump that is not normally
available during normal operation. The only plants to credit the availability of a spare
pump were FCS and Waterford Unit 3." [Response to Question 5 of the RAIs]
"In performing the SAOT risk evaluations for the CE plants with non-aligned swing
HPSI pumps, the spare HPSI was conservatively neglected. This was done so that a
bounding incremental conditional CDP could be established. The normal practice for
these plants would be to remove one HPSI pump from service and replace it with the
spare while the repair is in progress." [Response to Question 7 of the RAls]
The above statements may be misinterpreted to infer that the calculated conditional CDFs
associated with the LCO configuration of the CE plants with three HPSI pumps are
overestimated. This is not the case because the LCO configuration for which the conditional
CDF is reported 8 is only entered when one train of the HPSI system is non-operational. For
example, if one of the standby pumps is removed from service and the swing pump is not
available to perform its function, then the LCO is entered because one train of HPSI is lost. The
conditional CDF is reflective of this configuration. The LCO is entered when one train of HPSI
is unavailable. The CEOG statement, "The normalpracticefor these plants would be to remove
one HPSIpump from service and replace it with the spare while the repairis in progress," is
inconsistent with the definition of the LCO configuration. A CE plant is not in an LCO if the
spare pump is aligned to fulfill the function of the pump, which is removed from service. It
should be noted that, for the calculation of the single AOT risk, it is assumed that the plant
remains in the LCO configuration for the entire duration of the AOT and therefore the plant is
operated with the conditional core damage frequency for seven full days. From this point of
view, it can be argued that single AOT risk is conservative if the plant does not consume the
entire AOT.
Figure 7 further clarifies the LCO configurations for CE plants as a result of pump outages. In
summary, the following configurations can be postulated:

8 The row labeled "Change Factor" in Table 4 and Table 5 provides the ratio of the conditional CDF to
baseline CDF.
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1. Two pump HPSI design:
Normal configuration
LCO configuration
2.

Both pumps are aligned (See Figure 7-al).
One pump is removed from service (Figure 7-b 1).

Three pump HPSI design when the spare pump is not normally aligned for injection:
Normal configuration
LCO configuration

two pumps are aligned (See Figure 7-a2)
One of the standby pumps is removed from service and the spare
pump is not aligned to perform its function (Figure 7-b2).

3. Three pump HPSI design when the spare pump is normally aligned for injection:
Normal configuration

Two pumps may be aligned to inject into one header and the
third is aligned to inject to another header (See Figure 7-a3).

The LCO is entered if
o One pump is removed from service and two remaining
pumps reside on a single train (See Figure 7-b3-1)
or
o

Two pumps (serving a single train) are removed from
service leaving one pump to inject into a single header (See
Figure 7-b3-2)

For FCS and Waterford 3 plants, which operate with three standby pumps, the JAR appears to
consider the first condition of Case 3 above as a representative LCO for those plants. The AOT
risk results presented in the JAR for Waterford 3 and FCS are not applicable to the LCO
configuration shown in Figure 7-b3-2. If these plants enter into this LCO configuration, the
AOT risk is comparable to other CE plants.
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Table 4: CEOG AOT Risk Results for HPSI (Preventive) as Reported in the Joint Applications
Report
Parameter

ANO-2

Fort
Calhoun

Millstone 2

Palisades

Palo Verde
1, 2 & 3

San Onofre
2&3

St. Lucie I

St. Lucie 2 Waterford 3

Current

Day

3

1

2

I

3

3

3

3

3

AOT

Hours

72

24

48

24

72

72

72

72

72

Proposed

Day

7

AOT

Hours

168

Baseline CDF reported by
the JAR

3.3E-05

1.2E-05

3.5E-05

5.IE-05

4.7E-05

2.6E-05

2.1E-05

2.4E-05

1.6E-05

Conditional CDF per year
(1 HPSI train unavailable)

2.19E-04

3.18E-05

1.71E-04

3.75E-04

1.90E-04

1.34E-04

9.98E-05

1.14E-04

3.06E-05

Conditional CDF per year
(T/M=0 for I HPSI train)

3.25E-05

I. I1 E-05

3.49E-05

5.13E-05

4.74E-05

2.42E-05

2.01E-05

2.21E-05

1.62E-05

Increase in CDF per year

1.86E-04

2.00E-05

1.36E-04

3.24E-04

1.43E-04

4.OOE-07

7.84E-05

9.05E-05

1.43E-05

6.68

2.69

4.90

7.28

4.01

5.21

4.66

4.85

1.88

Single AOT risk (based on
current full AOT)

1.53E-06

5.67E-08

7.46E-07

8.87E-07

1.17E-06

9.02E-07

6.55E-07

7.55E-07

1.18E-07

Single AOT risk (based on
proposed fuil AOT)

3.58E-06

3.97E-07

2,61E-06

6.21E-06

2,73E-06

2.1,E-06

1.531-06

1.76E.06

2.76E-07

1.25

2.00

2.00

4.00

7.00

1.50

2.00

2.00

2.00

Yearly AOT risk' per year
(based on current full AOT)

1.92E-06

1.13E-07

1.49E-06

3.55E-06

8.20E-06

1.35E-06

1.31E-06

1.51E-06

2.37E-07

Yearly AOT risk per year
(based on proposed full
AOT)

4.47E-06

7.94E-07

5.22E-06

2.48E-05

1.91E-05

3.16E-06

3.06E-06

3.52E-06

5.52E-07

Proposed downtime for
PM, hour/year/train

168

168

168

107

72

168

168

168

168

Mean duration for PM,
hour/event

134

84

84

27

10

112

84

84

84

Single AOT (for mean
duration)

2.85E-06

1.98E-07

1.31E-06

9.98E-07

1.63E-07

1.40E-06

7.64E-07

8.81E-07

1.38E-07

Yearly AOT risk (for mean
duration) per year

3.57E-06

3.97E-07

2.61E-06

3.99E-06

i.14E-06

2.1 IE-06

1.53E-06

1.76E-06

2.76E-07

Change factor

Downtime frequency,
events/year/train

9 If the cited downtime frequency isper train,then the reported yearly AOT risk must be doubled.
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Table 5: CEOG AOT Risk Results for HPSI (Corrective) as Reported in the Joint Applications
Report
Parameter

ANO-2

Fort
Calhoun

Millstone 2

Palisades

Palo Verde
1, 2 & 3

San Onofre
2&3

St. Lucie 1

St. Lucie 2 Waterford 3

Current

Day

3

1

2

1

3

3

3

3

3

AOT

Hours

72

24

48

24

72

72

72

72

72

Proposed

Day

7

AOT

Hours

168

Baseline CDF reported by
the JAR

3.3E-05

1.2E-05

3.5E-05

5.1E-05

4.7E-05

2.6E-05

2.lE-05

2.4E-05

1.6E-05

Conditional CDF per year
(1 HPSI train unavailable
and the other has
unavailability =beta factor)

1.27E-03

1.47E-04

4.83E-04

9.64E-04

4.75E-04

6.18E-04

5.81E-04

5.97E-04

1.36E-04

Conditional CDF per year
(T/M=0 for I HPSI train)

3.25E-05

1. I E-05

3.49E-05

5.13E-05

4.74E-05

2.42E-05

2.01E-05

2.21E-05

1.62E-05

Increase in CDF per year

1.24E-03

1.36E-04

4.48E-04

9.13E-04

4.28E-04

5.94E-04

5.61E-04

5.75E-04

1.20E-04

38.72

12.46

13.84

18.72

10.02

24.05

27.15

25.40

8.34

Single AOT risk (based on
current full AOT)

1.02E-05

3.72E-07

2.46E-06

2.50E-06

3.5 1E-06

4.88E-06

4.61E-06

4.73E-06

9.85E-07

Single AOT risk (based on
proposed full AOT)

2.37E-05

2.61E-06

9,5913-06

1.7513-05

8,2013-06

1.,14E-05

LOSE-05

1.IOE-5

2.3013-06

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.88

0.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

Yearly AOT risk per year
(based on current full AOT)

1.02E-05

3.72E-07

2.46E-06

2.50E-06

3.09E-06

2.44E-06

4.6 1E-06

4.73E-06

9.85E-07

Yearly AOT risk per year
(based on proposed full
AOT)

2.37E-05

2.61E-06

8.59E-06

1.75E-05

7.22E-06

5.69E-06

1.08E-05

L.10E-05

2.30E-06

Proposed downtime for
CM, hour/year/train
(calculated)

12

24

24

24

16

19

24

24

24

Mean duration for CM,
hour/event

12

24

24

24

18

39

24

24

24

Single AOT (for mean
duration)

1.70E-06

3.72E-07

1.23E-06

2.50E-06

8.84E-07

2.64E-06

1.54E-06

1.58E-06

3.28E-07

Yearly AOT risk (for mean
duration), per year

1.70E-06

3.72E-07

1.23E-06

2.50E-06

7.77E-07

1.32E-06

1.54E-06

1.58E-06

3.28E-07

Change factor

Downtime frequency,
events/year/train
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An LCO Configuration

Spare Pump B

Pump C

a3: Three Pump Design;
The Spare Pump is Normally Aligned for Injection;
A Typical Normal Configuration for For Calhoun and
Waterford 3 Units

-Header

-- 1

Pump C
b3-2: Three Pump Design;
The Spare Pump is Normally Aligned for Injection;
An LCO Configuration

Figure 7: Various HPSI Configurations
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7. BASIS OF AOT RISK RESULTS
7.1 Validity of IPE Models
As stated earlier, this review did not have access to the PRA models which were used for AOT
risk calculations. This review assumed that the PRA model used by each licensee to support this
application is either the original IPE model or a revision of the IPE model. As evident in Table
6, with the exception of the Palo Verde units, the baseline CDFs as reported in the JAR are
generally close to the values reported in the IPE submittals"0 . This implies that the IPE models
are not substantially different from the PRA models used for AOT risk calculations. In the
absence of PRA models, the IPE models are considered as appropriate surrogate models for use
in this review process.
A limited review of each IPE model was undertaken to gain confidence that the risk model used
by each licensee to support this application was technically suitable. The review focused on the
accident scenarios for which the function of the HPSI system is credited. This exercise provided
the basis for the comparison of the reported AOT risk results.
Based on this initial screening, it was determined that there are no apparent large defects found
in the IPEs and that they generally model the HPSI system in a similar manner. The proposed
AOT for the HPSI system only affects the risk by impacting the accident sequences that can be
prevented from leading to core damage. The HPSI system is not challenged for the mitigation of
the accident sequences following core damage. The HPSI system affects the CDF. Since the
HPSI is challenged in steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) events, its unavailability impacts the
frequency of bypass sequences.
Table 6: Comparison of CDF in IPE and PRA
Baseline CDF

ANO-2

Fort
Calhoun

Millstone 2

Palisades

IPE

3.3E-05

1.4E-05

3.4E-05

5.1E-05

9.OE-05

3.OE-05

PRA

3.3E-05

1.2E-05

3.5E-05

5.IE-05

4.7E-05

2.6E-05

Palo Verde San Onofre St. Lucie I
t1,2&3
2&3

St. Lucie 2

Waterford
3

2.3E-05

2.6E-05

1.7E-05

2.1E-05

2.4E-05

1.6E-05

7.2 HPSI System Roles in Preventing Core Damage
HPSI Provides an Inventory Control Function Following LOCAs
The HPSI system provides an inventory control function for loss of inventory events that reduce
the RCS pressure below the HPSI shutoff pressure. HPSI pumps initially take suction from the
RWST with a switchover later to the containment sump. Long-term success of this function
requires the success of both containment temperature and pressure control and heat removal.
The containment spray system (CSS) and/or the containment fan coolers provide containment
heat removal for medium or large LOCAs.
1o The CDF for Palo Verde has been decreased by a factor of close to two (See Table 6).
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The HPSI system also performs core flushing by providing flow to both the hot and cold legs
following a large LOCA to prevent boron precipitation. The treatment of the hot leg injection is
not consistent in the CE plants' PRAs. The following variations are included in the modeling of
the hot leg injection:

"* Failure of the hot leg injection was modeled as a core damage sequence (e.g., Palo Verde
PRA).

"* Failure of the hot leg injection was addressed but discounted as a non-threatening failure
mode.

"* Failure of the hot leg injection was not modeled.
HPSI Provides an Inventory Control Function Following Transient-Induced LOCAs:
In a transient event, if power-operated relief valves (PORVs)/safety relief valves (SRVs) fail to
re-close after relieving the RCS pressure, a LOCA condition is produced. As in any LOCA the
HPSI, after exhausting the water inventory in the RWST, is required to operate in the re
circulation mode by taking suction from the sump. In some CE plants' PRAs (e.g., San Onofre
units), the CS pumps are credited with injecting into the RCS when the HPSI is unavailable and
the RCS is depressurized by an induced (stuck open relief valve) LOCA condition with
continued SG cooling. This requires the operators to manually align the CS pumps to operate
both in the injection and re-circulation modes (first taking suction from the RWST and later
switching to the sump before RWST depletion) and inject to at least two of four RCS cold legs.
HPSI Is Challenged in the Mitigation of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Events
Following a SGTR, the HPSI system provides the make-up of the RCS inventory that is lost out
of the break. A SGTR event is similar to a small LOCA with the exception that the RCS
inventory is not collected in the containment sump but instead bypasses the containment.
Following the depletion of the RWST, the suction source for HPSI pumps is lost. It is necessary
to depressurize the RCS to terminate the leak with the subsequent implementation of shutdown
cooling (SDC) or by long-term steam generator cooling.
HPSI Supports Feed and Bleed Cooling Following Transient Events
The early generation of CE plants has the ability to perform once-through-cooling (known as
"feed and bleed") as an alternate core cooling method given the loss of secondary cooling
following a transient event. The "bleeding" is accomplished by creating an artificial LOCA
condition by opening the RCS valves such as the PORVs. The feeding is provided by the HPSI
pumps, which initially take suction from the RWST and then realign to the sump to operate in
the re-circulation mode. Feed and bleed cooling is not available to SONGS Units 2 and 3,
Waterford Unit 3 and the Palo Verde Units because these units are designed without PORVs on
the pressurizer.
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7.2.1 Mitigating Strategies Credited in the PRA for HPSI System (Plant Specific)
The manner in which each PRA credits the HPSI is tabulated Table 7. In summary:
1. All CE plants' PRAs credited the HPSI for the mitigation of LOCAs.
2.

All CE plants' PRAs credited the HPSI for the mitigation of SGTR events.

3. The PRAs of the CE plants equipped with PORVs credited the HPSI for the mitigation of
transient events when normal secondary cooling is lost ("feed and bleed" operation)".
Item 3 highlights the primary variation in the treatment of HPSI in the CE plants' PRAs. It is
expected that the conditional CDF of the plants that credited feed and bleed are more sensitive to
the LCO configuration than those of the plants without the feed and bleed capability. This is
because feed and bleed, as a mitigating strategy, is challenged in transient events that have a
higher frequency relative to other initiating events. Conversely, the risk impact of the LCO
configuration on plants such as Waterford unit 3, that do not have the feed and bleed capability,
is expected to be lower.
7.2.2 Factors Affecting the AOT Risk
In the previous section, the role of the HPSI system with regard to core damage prevention
strategies was investigated. The nature of the credit taken for the HPSI system in the CE plant
PRAs was identified. When the plant enters into the LCO configuration related to HPSI, the risk
of the plant increases because the mitigation capability for the accidents that rely on the
operation of the HPSI is impacted. The magnitude of the impact on the single AOT risk depends
on several factors including the following:
1. How many HPSI pumps are credited in the LCO configuration?
Variability in the modeling treatment of the spare pump causes variability in the AOT risk
results. Consistent with Technical Specification 3.5.2 ofNUREG-0212 and Technical
Specification 3.5.2 of NUREG-1432, this review takes a position that a CE plant enters an
LCO configuration when a single ECCS train, which includes a HPSI train, is inoperable.
Therefore, an LCO configuration is entered if one of the two HPSI trains is inoperable. One
pump or two pumps, depending on the HPSI design and alignment, can accomplish the
pumping function of the available train:
a) For a two-pump HPSI design, a single pump supports the operable train.

"Feed and bleed cooling is credited at ANO-2 which does not have any PORVs. The bleeding is
accomplished by opening the pressurizer emergency core cooling system (ECCS) vent valves or Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) valves beyond their design basis.
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Table 7: Credit Taken for the HPSI System in CE Plants' PRAs
Initiating Event Type
Plant

Large
Large LOCA
LOCA
Recirc.
Core Flushing

Injection

T

Medium
Medium LOCA
LOCA

2
Small LOCA'

Small LOCAt2

Injection

Recirc.

Core Flushing

Injection

Recirc.

-r

SGTR
SGTR

Transient

Injection

Feed and Bleed"3

Transient

ANO-2

4

4

Not Modeled

4

4

Not Modeled

4

4

4

4

Fort Calhoun

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Millstone 2

4

Not Modeled

4

4

Not Modeled

4

4

4

4

Palisades

444

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Palo Verde 1, 2 & 3

4

4

4

4
4

San Onofre 2 & 3

4

4

4

4

4

4

x

4

4

Not Modeled

St. Lucie I

444

~T

St. Lucie 2
Waterford 3

.

4

4x

4

Not Modeled

Legend:
4
Not Modeled

PRA credited this operational mode of the HPSI system.
PRA did not model this operational mode of the HPSI system.
PRA did not credit this operational mode of the HPSI system.

x

PRA modeled this operational mode of the HPSI system as a sensitivity case.

"2Includes both spontaneous LOCAs and transient-induced LOCAs (e.g., stuck open safety valves).
13

Includes SGTR events in which the affected SG is successfully isolated.
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b) For a three-pump HPSI design in which the spare pump is not normally aligned for
injection, a single pump supports the operable train.
c) For a three-pump HPSI design in which the spare pump is normally aligned for injection,
depending on the nature of the outage, up to two pumps can support the operable train.
Regardless of the HPSI design, Conditions "a" and "b" are similar. That is, only one train of
HPSI is operable and a single pump supports that train. In Condition "c" (assuming the
alignment specified in Figure 7-b3 is the LCO configuration) two redundant pumps support
the operable HPSI train. Since the failure probability of HPSI under Condition "c" is lower
than that of Condition "a" or "b," the reported AOT risk for plants that adopted Condition
"c" as their representative LCO configuration is bound to be lower than that for other CE
plants.
2. How often is the function of the HPSI system challenged?
The HPSI is designed to perform an inventory control function in response to LOCAs, which
are rare events. The frequency of the challenge to the HPSI for the plants with the feed and
bleed cooling capability is higher than that of plants without the feed and bleed cooling
capability (increase in the frequency of the challenge to HPSI = the frequency of transients x
the probability of the loss of the secondary cooling function).
3.

Does any diverse system or equipment exist that can be used to perform the function of the
HPSI system?
The ability to use diverse systems or equipment to perform the function of the affected
system is an important factor. Make-up pumps that have high head and low flow capacities
can perform the injection function of the HPSI system only for very small leaks. Therefore,
these pumps cannot be qualified as a backup system for HPSI. The only alternative would
be to successfully reduce the RCS pressure to a level where the low-pressure pumps can
operate. Crediting low-pressure pumps as a backup to a high-pressure pump is predicated on
the effectiveness of the primary and secondary relief systems in accomplishing a rapid
depressurization of the RCS before core damage.

7.2.3 How PRAs Credit Diverse Systems as Backup to HPSI
For LOCA accident sequences when the RCS pressure is high, the primary success path requires
the function of the HPSI system for injection into the RCS. This is true for small LOCA,
transient-induced LOCA, and SGTR sequences. A high level review of the event tree models of
the CE plants' IPEs was performed to determine if alternative success paths are credited in the
PRAs that do not involve the function of HPSI. Crediting alternative success paths that rely on
diverse injection systems reduces the importance of the HPSI in accident mitigation, which in
turn results in a smaller AOT risk for HPSI. The results of this review are summarized in Table
8.
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The only plausible way to inject the RCS using a diverse injection system (e.g., low-pressure
safety injection (LPSI)) following a small LOCA, is to rapidly depressurize the RCS using
PORVs and/or secondary cooldown to reduce the RCS pressure below the shutoff head of low
pressure pumps. This success path is generally credited in the PRAs of the following CE plants:
u
ci
Li
u

Palo Verde 1, 2, and 3
St. Lucie I and 2
San Onofre 2 and 3
Millstone 2

For example, the SONGS IPE credited low-pressure containment spray pumps for cold leg
injection following a small LOCA when the HPSI system is unavailable. According to the IPE,
following a small LOCA if the HPSI system fails, the CS pumps can manually be aligned to
inject a cold leg once the RCS is depressurized using secondary cooling and relief systems.
In CE plants, following depletion of the RWST, the LPSI pumps will trip and HPSI system
performs the long-term inventory control function by operating in the re-circulation mode. The
above PRAs addressed the long-term RCS inventory control requirements of the success path by
assuming that operators can manually start and align the low pressure pumps to containment
sump if HPSI not available.
7.2.4 Correlation of AOT Risk to PRA Assumptions
In Table 9, the AOT risk for each CE plant is compared to the candidate guideline value. For
each plant, the contributing factors that affect the AOT risk are listed. If a factor increases the
AOT risk, it is marked with the "T" symbol. On the other hand, if a factor decreases the AOT
risk, it is marked with "4,". Based on the information in the table, the following factors are
responsible for the difference in AOT risks among CE plants:
I. How many HPSI pumps (one versus two) are credited in the LCO configuration? (Credit for
two redundant pumps causes the AOT risk to decrease.)
2. Whether the feed and bleed method was credited in the PRA. (Credit for this method of
cooling causes the AOT risk to increase.)
3. Whether depressurization of the RCS and low-pressure pumps were credited when HPSI is
unavailable. (Credit for this success path causes the AOT risk to decrease.)
According to Figure 3, the AOT risks for Palisades and ANO-2 are highest relative to other
plants. The PRAs of these plants have common charactersitics:
1. Both assumed a single pump serving the only available HPSI train once in the LCO
configuration;
2. Both credited HPSI for feed and bleed cooling;
3. Both did not credit RCS depressurization and low-pressure pumps as elements of an
alternative success path.
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Table 8: Alternative Success Paths Credited in CE Plants' PRAs
Initiator
Large LOCA

Medium LOCA

Small LOCA

Success Paths Credited in PRAs that involve IHPSI

Alternative Success Paths Credited in PRAs That Do Not Involve IIPSI

I.

Low-pressure injection systems operate and

2.

IIPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode and

3.

Containment cooling systems operate and

4.

Operators align HPSI system to operate in hot/cold leg re
circulation mode (some IPEs did not consider this step a
requirement of the success path).

I.

Reactor trips and

2.

HPSI system operates in cold leg injection mode and

3.

Containment cooling systems operate and

4.

tIPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode and

5.

Operators align HPSI system to operate in hot/cold leg re
circulation mode (some IPEs did not consider this step a
requirement of the success path).

I.

Reactor trips and

An alternative success path credited in some IPEs (e.g., Millstone 2) involves a rapid depressurization of the
RCS and using LPSI in the injection and re-circulation mode. St. Lucie I and 2 IPE claims if closed cycle
cooling (presumably RHR in SDC cooling mode) is established before RWST is emptied, there would not be

3.

Secondary cooling is successful (SG feeding ) and

any need for re-circulation mode of LPSI (page 3.1-45 of 62 of the IPE). The validity of this claim is
questionable,

4.

Containment cooling systems operate and

5.

HPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode.

None

None

1.

Reactor trips and

2.

Rapid RCS depressurization is successful an_.dd

3.

Steam generator feeding is successful and

The CE plants with feed and bleed capability credited the
following success path if secondary cooling fails:

4.

LPSI operates in injection mode and

1.

Reactor trips and

5.

Containment cooling systems operate and

2.

IIPSI system operates in cold injection mode and

6.

LPSI operates in re-circulation mode.

3.

Operators open RCS valves (e.g,, PORVs) to depressurize
RCS and

4.

Containment cooling systems operate and

SONGS IPE credited manual alignment of CS pumps for cold leg injection following a small LOCA. The
elements of this success path are:

5.

HPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode.

I.

Reactor trips and

2.

Secondary cooling is successful (steam generator fieeding and main steam relict) and

3.

Operators align CS (or LPSI system if available) system to operate in cold leg injection mode and

4.

Operators align CS system to operate in cold leg re-circulation mode.
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Table 8 (Continued)
Initiator
SGTR

Success Paths Credited in PRAs that involve tiPSI
I.

Reactor trips and

2.

tIPSI system operates in injection mode and

3.

Ruptured SG leakage is terminated and

4.

Feeding to the intact SG is successful

The CE plants with feed and bleed capability credited the
following success path if secondary cooling fails:

Transient

I.

Reactor trips and

2.

HPSI system operates in injection mode and

3.

Operators open PORVs to depressurize RCS and

4.

Containment cooling systems operate and

5.

HPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode.

The CE plants with feed and bleed capability credited the
following success path following the loss of secondary cooling:

I. Reactor
trips

2.

Operators open PORVs (bleeding) a

3.

HPSI system operates in cold leg injection mode and

4.

Containment cooling systems operate and

5.

HPSI system operates in cold leg re-circulation mode.

Alternative Success Paths Credited in PRAs That Do Not Involve tPSI
In several PRAs (e.g., SONGS IPE), if HPSI fails and leakage in the affected SG is terminated the charging
pumps are credited to backup the itPSI function.
1. Reactor trips and
2.

Charging pumps operate in injection mode and

3.

Ruptured SG leakage is terminated and
Long term t~eeding to the intact SG is successful.

4.

The primary success path to mitigate a transient event is the following:
I.
Reactor trips and
and
2.
PORVs may cycle and control the
primary pressure and
3.
Secondary cooling is successful (steam generator feeding and main steam relief).
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Plant

ANO-2

Fort
Calhoun

Table 9: Correlation of HPSI AOT Risk to PRA Assumptions

SAOT Risk
Relative to
GV (5.OE-7)
Very High

Comparable

T
T
1T

7,
1
1"

Rationale
"" means "tends to increase Single AOT risk"
"4'" means "tends to decrease Single AOT risk"
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b2).
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Did not credit depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited two HPSI pumps in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b3-1).
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Did not credit depressurization and low-pressure pumps.

Comments

0
0

0
E
0

Millstone 2

Higher

1"

1"
Palisades

4,
1"

Very High

1'
Palo Verde
1, 2, & 3

Higher

San Onofre
2 &3

Higher

St. Lucie I

Higher

T
1T

4'
4'
1'
4,
4,
1F

1"
4,
St. Lucie 2

Higher

7'
1
4,

Waterford 3

Comparable

T,

4,

1'

Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b2)
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Credited depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b I)
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Did not credit depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-bl).
Once-through cooling (feed and bleed) is not possible.
Credited depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b2).
Once-through cooling (feed and bleed) is not possible.
Credited depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b I).
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Credited depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited only HPSI pump in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b I).
Credited once-through cooling (feed and bleed).
Credited depressurization and low-pressure pumps.
Credited two HPSI pumps in the LCO configuration (Figure 7-b3-1).
Once-through cooling (feed and bleed) is not possible.
Did not credit depressurization and low-pressure pumps.

Q

0l

The SAOT can be reduced if depressurization of the RCS to LPSI
entry condition is possible using PORVs and secondary cooling.

0l

Because of 3-pump HPSI design, the frequency of entering into
LCO is expected to be low. This affects yearly AOT risk

0

The SOAT is not reflective of the worst LCO configuration, i.e.,
Figure 7-b3-2.
Because of 3-pump 1-[PSI design, the frequency of entering into
LCO is expected to be low. This affects yearly AOT risk.
The SAOT can be reduced if depressurization of the RCS to LPSI
entry condition is possible.

Q
0
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Because of 3-pump 1-[PSI design, the frequency of entering into
LCO is expected to be low. This affects yearly AOT risk.
The SAOT can be reduced if depressurization of the RCS to LPSI
entry condition is possible using secondary cooling (similar to
Palo Verde and SONG cases).
The SOAT is not reflective of the worst LCO configuration; i.e.,
Figure 7-b3-2.
Because of 3-pump HPSI design, the frequency of entering into
LCO is expected to be low. This affects yearly AOT risk.
The SAOT can be reduced if depressurization of the RCS to LPSI
entry condition is possible using PORVs and secondary cooling.
Because of 3-pump HPSI design, the frequency of entering into
LCO is expected to be low. This affects yearly AOT risk.

It is evident that with the above assumptions, the AOT risk for Palisades and ANO-2 is bound to
be high. On the other hand, Waterford 3 assumes two redundant pumps once in the LCO
configuration, and did not credit feed and bleed cooling. These factors are responsible for the
low AOT risk reported for that plant.
The JAR argues that the depressurization is possible for Palisades because of its large PORVs.
In response to Question 8 of the RAIs, the JAR states, "Since Palisades is equipped with very
large PORVs, crediting RCS depressurization to support LPSI injection is very likely." This
argument may be valid in the initial phase of the injection when the suction source to the LPSI
pumps is the RWST. If the operators have the ability to continuously refill the RWST or to align
the LPSI pumps to the sump, the long-term RCS inventory control requirements of the success
path are met.
7.2.5 Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth with the Tier 2 Program
With the Commitment to a Tier 2 Program, Defense-in-Depth is Preserved
If the licensee adheres to an effective Tier 2 or equivalent program, there will be no further
degradation of the plant's mitigation capabilities, as a result of licensee action, while in the LCO
condition. Tier 2 is intended to prevent high-risk configurations from emerging while the plant is
in the LCO condition. The licensee accomplishes this by having a qualitative understanding of
what configurations must be prevented, by knowing how near any given configuration is to an
undesirable condition, and by knowing what elements of the current configuration must be
maintained to prevent undesirable configurations. This knowledge will be the basis upon which
contingency plans and compensatory measures should be developed.
The most immediate part of this process is for the licensee to ensure that, while in the LCO
condition, no actions will be taken (no additional equipment will be taken out of service) that
could impair the plant in responding to conditions requiring the functioning of the inoperable
system causing the LCO condition. Any time the licensee enters an LCO by removing a piece of
equipment the condition(s) (i.e., success paths) for which the risk model credits the use of the
equipment and the success paths that remain available when this equipment is down should be
identified. The latter success paths comprise the plant response until the down equipment is
returned to service. Part of the intent of the Tier 2 evaluation is to preserve the functionality of
these success paths. This requires the identification of the following:

"* Initiating events that challenge the down equipment
"* Functional role that the down equipment would normally play in the mitigation of initiating
events

"* Equipment that is potentially available and is credited as functionally redundant to the down
equipment, and the context (success paths) in which this equipment can perform its intended
function
"* Procedures to restore the functionality of the down equipment.
Once these success paths have been identified, the following conditions exist for the
management of plant configurations.
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The licensee should ensure that no action or maintenance practices will be performed that:
1. increase the likelihood of the occurrence of any of the initiating events identified above
or
2. involve the removal of or jeopardizing any equipment that is redundant in functionality to
the down equipment (i.e., low pressure pumps for plants crediting depressurization of the
RCS)
or
3. involve the removal of or jeopardizing any equipment that supports the systems appearing in
any of the success paths identified above.
How the CEOG Intends to Evaluate Defense-in-Depth When in an LCO Condition Related to the
HPSI
It appears that the CEOG is generally addressing the items listed by consulting the PRA models.
The JAR states that as part of implementing the Maintenance Rule, each licensee will evaluate
the risk of each outage configuration prior to performing maintenance. In Section 6.4 of the
JAR, the CEOG provides a series of compensatory measures that will be taken by CE plants to
limit the risk of the outage. The most significant compensatory measure committed by CEOG,
as stated in the JAR, is the following:
"When the LCO ACTION STATEMENT must be entered, any preventive maintenance
on a HPSI pump that is concurrent with another maintenance activity that renders the
LPSI backup inoperable should be avoided or kept to a minimum duration. Furthermore,
simultaneous maintenance on the HPSI and AFW systems should be avoided."
Assuming that the depressurization and using low pressure pump is a viable success
path, adherence to the guidance related to LPSI ensures that the pumping requirement of
the alternative success path is maintained while in the LCO. The latter guidance ensures
the availability of AFW to (I) remove the decay heat using the steam generators and (2)
to assist in depressurization of the RCS (See Table 8).
7.3 Impact of AOT Change on LERF
The effect of removing a train of the HPSI on the ability of the subject CE plants to mitigate the
consequences of core damage is measured by ALERF or by ICLERP {ICLERP =
(ALERF*(fraction of year in AOT))}. The guidance measure for an acceptable ICLERP is that it
be less than 5E-8. Specifically, the TS Regulatory Guide [7] states:
The licensee has demonstrated that the TS AOT modification has only a
small quantitative impact on plant risk. An incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP) of less than 5.OE-7 is considered small for
a single TS AOT modification. An incremental conditional large early
release probability (ICLERP) of 5.OE-8 or less is also considered small.
Also, the ICCDP contribution should be distributed in time such that any
increase in the associated conditional risk is small and within the normal
operating background (risk fluctuations) of the plant (Tier 1).
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It is the purpose of this section to address whether the CEOG has adequately considered core
damage mitigation in the HPSI TS relaxation submittal and properly demonstrated that all the
CE plants have acceptable ICLERP values.
Contributions to LERF come from three kinds of accidents:
c
c3

o

Containment bypass events (steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) and interfacing system
LOCA),
Containment failure events due primarily to RPV failures at high vessel pressures, and
Any core damage event with the containment not isolated.

In general, there are two ways that the removal of a HPSI train can contribute to ICLERP:
indirectly by how the change in CDF (due to HPSI train removal) impacts on the change in
LERF and directly by how HPSI train removal changes LERF, independent of any changes in
CDF. The "direct" contribution involves the role of HPSI after the onset of core damage, that is,
in the mitigation of a core damage event. For the most part, HPSI is not used (or is not
available, for reasons other than removal of HPSI from service) for the latter, that is, not used (or
not available)in the mitigation of core damage events subsequent to core damage.
The steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event needs to be considered separately, since, in this
case, core damage equals loss of containment function, i.e., bypass.
Considering these three types of accidents and the two ways that a HPSI train can contribute to
ICLERP, the discussion of the adequacy of the CEOG submittal can focus on the following
table:

Bypass (mainly SGTR)

Table 10: Role of HPSI in LERF and ICLERP
Indirect (via CDF)
Direct (independent of CDF)
Depending on a number of factors, bypass can have a large role or
small. SGTR event trees call for HPSI.

Containment Failure

Could be large, but high vessel
pressures preclude use of CEtype HPSI

Minor if not negligible, role for
HPSI

CDF with no Containment
Isolation

Role will be proportional to CDF
but small

No role for HPSI

Thus, the role of bypass, and in particular SGTR is important in understanding the adequacy of
ICLERP information provided.
The CEOG submittal [1, 9] addresses these three accident types and arrives at the general
conclusion that the LERF values for the CEOG plants range from 2.8 E-7 to 5.7 E-6 per year,
while the ICLERP values range from 5.0 E-8 to 1.3 E-7. (As noted in the table below, this is
only a partial list, since no values were provided by the licensees for ANO-2, Palo Verde 1, 2 &
3 and Palisades.) While the tabulated values for ICLERP [4] are not completely consistent with
the summary values [4] (The tabulated value for Ft. Calhoun for ICLERP is "< 4.0 E-9.), the
general conclusion that can be drawn is that that ICLERP values are above the regulatory guide
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guideline of < 5 E-8. This is not surprising, since the values for ICCDP for the CE plants are
relatively high. To put these values into perspective, consider the following table.
The values for ICLERP together with the Baseline Plant LERF and CDF, as reported by the
CEOG [1, 4], are:
Table 11: ICLERP and comparison to other LERF parameters
Baseline CDF,
Baseline
Conditional
ICLERP
Plant
per yr.
LERF, per yr.
LERF
ICCDP
( PM Case)
From [1]
From [4]
Conditional on
From [ 1,4]
CDF
San Onofre Units 2 & 3
2.6 E-5
4.3 E-7
2%
6%
Waterford Unit 3
1.6 E-5
<5.7 E-6
<36%
<20%
Arkansas Nuclear One 3.3 E-5
2.0 E-6
6%
Unit 2
Palo Verde Units 1, 2, &
4.7 E-5
2.1 E-6
4%
3
Millstone Unit 2
3.5 E-5
2.8 E-7
0.8%
<2%
St. Lucie Unit 1
2.1 E-5
2.9 E-6
14%
6%
St. Lucie Unit 2
2.4 E-5
3.8 E-6
16%
4%
Palisades
5.2 E-5
5.0 E-6
10%
Ft. Calhoun Station
1.2 E-5
2.0 E-6
17%
<1%
Guideline
N/A
10%
*

ICLERP

From [41
1.3 E-7
<5.4 E-8
Not Available*
Not Available*
<6.0 E-8
9.4 E-8
6.3 E-8
Not Available*
<4.0 E-9
5.0 E-8

Information will be supplied in plant specific submittal at the time of application for the Technical
Specification Change [4].

The third column of values (Conditional LERF) is the percentage of core damage that leads to
large early release. The fourth column is the ratio of the incremental conditional early large
release probability to the incremental conditional core damage probability. If the HPSI trains are
important in accommodating a SGTR and, further, SGTR is an important contributor to CDF
(and thereby LERF), it is expected that the fourth column ratios would be comparable or larger
than the conditional LERF values (third column). This is the case for San Onofre 2 & 3, where
SGTR events dominate [4]. What is not clear from the submittal [1] or the responses to the RAI
[4] is why Ft. Calhoun, for example, has the opposite result, namely, although the conditional
LERF is high (17%), the value for the ratio of the incremental conditionals is so low (<1%).
Since the set of numerical values provided by the CEOG [4] and listed in Table 11, are
incomplete (five plants providing no ICLERP values), and based partially on bounding values
and non-plant-specific data, there is only marginal value to using this information in a ICLERP
adequacy determination for the CEOG plants. However, general conclusions can be drawn.
c

The ICLERP values are generally greater than the regulatory guide guidelines. This is not
unexpected since HPSI plays such an important role in core damage and thereby in large
early releases.
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Q If the CE licensee specific applications for HPSI TS relaxation show a reduction in the

ICCDP from those reported in the CEOG submittal [1] to acceptable levels, then the new
ICLERP values should also be lower and acceptable.
u For the accidents that cause containment failure or occur when the containment is not
isolated (Note Table 10), the lack of a HPSI train will have little direct impact on LERF and
thereby ICLERP.
o While recognizing that there is an important role for HPSI in accommodating SGTRs, it is
also correct, as stated by the CEOG [4], that often SGTR core damage accidents result in
neither large releases or early releases. However, this point is not quantified.
o If SGTR events dominate in a given plant analysis and if HPSI is part of an important
success path preventing core damage, then particular attention should be given to the specific
plant because of a loss of defense in depth.
The overarching conclusion is that, for this CEOG HPSI submittal, the impact on core damage of
HPSI removal dominates. If a given submittal is acceptable to the staff based on core damage
considerations, it is probably acceptable based on LERF considerations.
8. TIER 2 AND 3 CAPABILITIES
Tier 2 Capability
The main requirement of the Tier 2 program is to establish whether each licensee is evaluating
defense-in-depth when entering an LCO condition. Although the information provided in the
JAR are not plant specific, based on the representation made under Section 6.4 of the JAR
"Compensatory Measures" it appears that all licensees are meeting the intent of the Tier 2
program.
Tier 3 Capability
The main requirement of the Tier 3 program is to establish whether the licensees have:
1) a predetermined knowledge of high risk configurations (e.g., risk matrix, spectrum
of PRA analyses, or an online risk monitor) and
2) the ability to evaluate the risk of LCO conditions as they evolve.
Due to lack of plant specific data in the JAR, this TER cannot determine the extent of
each licensee's ability to meet the Tier 3 requirements.
9. EVALUATION SUMMARY
We have identified the important modeling assumptions that affected the AOT risks in the JAR.
They are presented in the following table:
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Table 12: Effect of Various Hypothetical Modeling Assumptions on Calculated Risks

1. Crediting two pumps to one of the HPSI train both in normal
and LCO configurations

Effect on
Baseline CDF

Effect on AOT
Risk

,.,

,

,.,

t

4,

,

(Fort Calhoun and Waterford assumed the LCO is entered due to
outage of the train which is served by a single pump)
2.

Crediting downed system in multiple mitigation strategies
(crediting HPSI to support mitigation of LOCA and transient
events (feed and bleed operation))

3.

Crediting diverse system as alternative to downed system
(Some PRAs credited depressurization and LPSI/CS pumps to
backup the HPSI function)

With these relationships in mind, based on the review of the JAR and the CEOG IPE PRAs the
following observations are made:
E The HPSI is an important mitigating system for PWR plants, in particular for CE plants.
This is because in CE plants long term cooling of the core in post-LOCA accidents is
performed by the operation of HPSI in re-circulation mode. The HPSI system is challenged
in response to the following accidents:
*
*
*
*

o

small LOCA, medium LOCAs, and SGTR (to perform short-term RCS inventory control
function)
all LOCAs (to perform long-term RCS inventory control function)
transient induced LOCAs (to perform short-term and long-term RCS inventory control
function)
transients (to support feed and bleed operation if this method of RCS cooling is possible)

The high values of the reported AOT risk relative to the guideline (5.OE-7 for CDF) reflect
the importance of HPSI in preventing core damage. If the HPSI LCO configuration is
defined to include one HPSI train supported by a single pump, then for all CE plants the
SAOT risk is higher relative to the guideline value.

o The reported AOT risk values for Fort Calhoun Station (FCS) and Waterford 3 reflect an
LCO configuration in which the remaining HPSI train is supported by two parallel pumps.
Because of this assumption, the AOT risk for these plants are comparable to the guideline
and lower than that of other CE plants. Had these two plants analyzed the same LCO
configuration as other CE plants (a valid LCO condition), the AOT risk would be higher.

o

The variation in AOT risk results is caused by differences in the success criteria assumed in
the PRA models with respect to the following two mitigating strategies:
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"* Once-through cooling (feed and bleed) given secondary cooling is lost (since this
strategy requires HPSI, the plants that credited this strategy are more sensitive to the
LCO configuration).
"* Depressurization and using low pressure pumps given HPSI function is lost (since this
strategy uses a diverse system as a backup to HPSI, the plants that credited this strategy
are less sensitive to the LCO configuration).
u

It is not within the scope of this review to make judgement relative to the appropriateness of
the success criteria assumptions listed above. However, if the same LCO configuration is
assumed for all CE plants (only one HPSI pump is serving the available train), the matrix
shown below (Table 13) provides the degree of departure from the guideline for different
sets of success criteria assumptions. As expected the third set of success criteria
assumptions should produce the highest impact on the AOT risk. This is not true for Fort
Calhoun which assumed two HPSI pumps when in the LCO. It is evident that this
assumption (Item one of Table 12) is the controlling factor in the AOT risk calculations.
Table 13 shows that the AOT risk for the HPSI is higher than the guideline, by at least a
factor of 3 for three sets of success criteria assumptions. Appendix A of this TER provides
guidelines for judging the adequacy and appropriateness of the thermal hydraulic analysis
that is needed to support the development of realistic success criteria for the HPSI system.
Table 13: The Impact of Various Success Criteria Assumptions on the Single AOT
PRA
Set

Success Criteria Assumption
Credit for Depressurization
Credit for once-through
and using Low Pressure
cooling (Feed and Bleed)
is Appropriate
Pumps is Appropriate
True (Yes)
True (Yes)

St. Lucie units

I

Millstone 2
Waterford

2

False (No)

False (No)

3

True (Yes)

False (No)

4

False (No)

True (Yes)

ANO-2
Palisades
Fort Calhoun
Palo Verde units
SONGS

Ratio of SAOT to
the CDF-based
Guideline
;3
z5
NA' 4
zý7
z12
NA
=5
;-4

Li

The CE plants with three-pump HPSI design should have a lower frequency of entering into
the LCO configuration. This is because these plants, under certain outage conditions can
potentially align the spare/swing pump to the affected HPSI sub-train and perform the
maintenance on the inoperable pump. This design feature lowers the yearly AOT risk for
which the staff has not developed any guidelines.

u

The ICLERP values are generally greater than the regulatory guide guidelines. This is not
unexpected since HPSI plays such an important role in core damage and thereby in large
early releases.

14The

assumption of two HPSI pumps controls the AOT risk.
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ca

If the CE licensee specific applications for HPSI TS relaxation show a reduction in the
ICCDP from those reported in the CEOG submittal to acceptable levels, then the new
ICLERP values should also be lower and acceptable.

"o This evaluation does not support the quantitative assessment of shutdown and transition risk
that is presented in the applications. The analysis does not appear to be thorough and does
not warrant further quantitative consideration. The qualitative argument that AOTs be
extended (during full power operation) to avoid transitioning to shutdown modes and to
avoid compromising shutdown safety, has merit only in circumstances when the plant must
be shut down because of unscheduled CM.

"o If SGTR events dominate in a given plant analysis and if HPSI is part of an important
success path preventing core damage, then particular attention should be given to the given
plant because of a loss of defense in depth.
E3

Certain commitments are made in the JAR to control the risk impact of the LCO
configuration. They include:
*
*

Minimizing the outage time (not to exhaust the AOT)
Avoidance in performing concurrent preventive maintenance on equipment that supports
alternative success paths.

This TER cannot judge the adequacy of these commitments because they are not based on
plant specific information.
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APPENDIX A
HPSI SUCCESS CRITERIA GUIDANCE

A-2

INTRODUCTION
This document presents guidance for identifying what constitutes a credible thermal hydraulic
analysis supporting success criteria for the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system. The
HPSI system is one of several emergency systems in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) that acts
to replenish coolant lost from the reactor coolant system (RCS). The initiating events where
HPSI pumped injection is utilized to mitigate the consequences of accidents are identified. Since
it is necessary to simulate the phenomenological behavior of the initiating events, a discussion of
the key features and modeling capabilities that are most desirable for a given transient thermal
hydraulics code are also presented. To provide justification for the applicability of the given
methodology to the accident behavior characterizing the initiating event, examples of separate
effects and integral tests are given which emphasize the key phenomena that influence or
determine the accident consequences. The discussion below begins with a discussion of the key
role of the HPSI system in a PWR.
DISCUSSION
The function of the HPSI pumps is to provide sufficient injection of coolant into the reactor
coolant system (RCS) following a LOCA to maintain the core in a cooled condition. The HPSI
system plays a very important role for small break LOCAs, since for small breaks the RCS
pressure can remain elevated for extended periods of time, precluding actuation of the
accumulators and low pressure safety injection pumps. As such, using evaluation model
requirements from 10 CFR 50.46, the key role for the HPSI system is to maintain peak clad
temperatures below 2200 OF and peak clad oxidation percentages below 17% for all small breaks.
These pumps also prevent the core wide oxidation percentage from exceeding 1% and also
maintain the core in a cooled condition following large break LOCAs during the long term or the
time after the initial successful operation of the ECC system. Since the key role of the HPSI
system is to mitigate the consequences of a small break LOCA, the key phenomenological
behavior governing a small break LOCA are briefly discussed. Those events for which the HPSI
system is needed are identified followed by the guidance that is considered to constitute a
credible thermal hydraulic evaluation to support the HPSI success criteria evaluation.
Initiating Events for HPSI Success Criteria Determination
The high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system is needed to mitigate the accident consequences
and successfully cool the core for the following transients (note that typical break size ranges are
identified for the LOCA initiating events):
1. Large break LOCAs (DE guillotine cold leg breaks - 0.5 ft2)
2. Medium break LOCAs (0.5 ft2 - 0.1 ft2)
3. Small break LOCAs (0.1 ft2 - 0.0005ft2)
4. SGTR
5. Feed and Bleed
The primary function of the HPSI pumps is to mitigate the consequences of a small break LOCA.
A small break LOCA is characterized by a slow depressurization and loss of RCS liquid
inventory where for small break LOCAs in the approximate range 0.1 ft2 to 0.02 ft2, core
uncovery is minimized or precluded by injection from the HPSI system. Break sizes 0.02 ft2 and
smaller typically do not display core uncovery when one HPSI pump is injecting into the RCS.
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The HPSI pump injects water from the refueling water storage tank. This mode of injection is
referred to as the injection mode. Upon exhaustion of the refueling water storage tank, the HPSI
suction is switched to the containment sump, referred to as the re-circulation mode of injection.
The accident acceptance limits mentioned above are described next.
Accident Acceptance Criteria
Accident acceptance criteria are chosen to identify the accident consequences or conditions
needed to judge the success criteria. Examples of these accident acceptance criteria are listed
below by increasing severity. They include:
1. No core uncovery is permitted (the two-phase level remains above the core top elevation).
2. Peak cladding temperatures remain below 1500 F. This temperature limit is chosen since it is
below the threshold for the exothermic metal-water reaction kinetics and below the
conditions that produce fuel rod ballooning and rupture, which releases the fill gas contents of
the fuel rods into the RCS.
3. Peak clad temperatures remain below 2200 F.
Note that core exit steam temperatures are often chosen as a criterion. Care must be exercised in
using core exit steam temperature since under some transient thermal hydraulic conditions, the
cladding temperatures can differ significantly from the core exit steam temperatures.
Also note that the choice of the accident acceptance criteria will affect the timing for the operator
actions in defining the success criteria for the above initiating events.
The degree of the severity of the chosen thermal hydraulic condition will dictate the level of
benchmarking and code validation that is needed to assure that the code is applicable to the given
initiating event and can accurately predict the accident consequences. If criterion 3 is selected, a
more comprehensive and rigorous thermal hydraulics analysis is required, since metal water
reaction kinetics become important as well as the need for fuel rod swelling and rupture modeling
in the fuel rod heat-up methodology. Criterion 2 precludes the reaction kinetics and rod swelling
and rupture modeling. This criterion may also allow more inaccuracy in the two-phase level swell
prediction capability in the chosen thermal hydraulics code. Clearly, criterion I is the least severe
and precludes the need for any fuel rod heat-up analyses. This criterion also further relaxes the
accuracy required to demonstrate an adequate two-phase level swell capability.
Thermal hydraulic Analyses to Demonstrate HPSI Success Criteria
This section presents a description of what is considered to represent a credible and defendable
thermal hydraulics code to simulate the given initiating events. This information is considered
important to establishing a valid PRA or IPE and is provided since, in some instances, thermal
hydraulic analyses have been performed to support PRAs and IPE's that pose questions as to the
applicability of the given methodology to the thermal hydraulic initiating events in question.
For example, in general, the LOCA model should contain the following key capabilities and
models:
c
a

Two-phase level swell in the core and vessel
Two-phase flow modeling including counter-current flow in the hot legs and steam generator
active tubes
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o

Steam cooling heat transfer in the core

"o Fuel rod swelling and rupture models
"o Metal water reaction kinetics
C3
U
o
cl
o
o
ci

RCS loop seal thermal hydraulic behavior
Steam generator primary tube condensation (two-phase and single-phase)
Critical flow through the break and relief valves
Primary and secondary metal wall heat
Decay heat model
Non-equilibrium thermodynamics
Pressurizer modeling

The essential or most critical modeling capability to successfully predict the consequences of a
small break LOCA is the prediction of the two-phase level in the core and the ability to predict
the steam super-heat and clad temperature when core uncovery occurs. Thus, the model must be
demonstrated to be able to predict the key phenomenological behavior following medium and
small break LOCAs. To show applicability of the thermal hydraulic methodology to the small
break LOCA, separate effects and integral data should be used to show that the model is capable
of simulating the key small break LOCA phenomenological behavior. Separate effects testing
should include (but not be limited to):
cE
o
o
Li

GE Level Swell Tests
CSE Blowdown Experiments
Marviken Critical Flow Tests
Westinghouse 336-Rod Bundle Uncovery Tests
"o Oak Ridge THTF Bundle Uncovery Tests
"o FLECHT Cosine and FLECHT-SEASET Reflood Tests
Integral experiments should be chosen for benchmarking that include core uncovery and a
cladding heat-up that approaches the acceptance limit that is chosen to judge accident
performance. Integral tests should include (but not limited to):
o3
o
o

Semiscale S-07-1OD, S-UT-8, S-LH-1, S-02-6
LOFT L3-1, L3-5, L3-6
ROSA-IV LSTF SB-CL-01, SB-CL-15, SB-CL-18, SB-HL-01

Key behaviors from these events that should be predicted include:
u
o3

Prediction of the two-phase level in the vessel core especially during uncovery.
Peak clad temperature and core exit steam temperature responses
"o RCS primary and secondary pressure response
"o Loop seal thermal hydraulic behavior
Clearly, if the less severe criteria are chosen the rigorousness of the code qualification can be
relaxed. However, it should be emphasized that the code should be shown to accurately predict
the two-phase level in the vessel to provide assurance that the acceptance criteria is not exceededt
within the experimental uncertainty for the core of choice. That is, the code should be shown to
predict the minimum two-phase level in the code within the uncertainty of the code and for cases
where uncovery is permitted to judge accident performance, the code should also predict the peak
clad temperature within the uncertainty on clad temperature.
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CONCLUSIONS
The guidance for establishing HPSI success criteria along with what constitutes a credible
thermal hydraulics analysis to support the evaluation is summarized. The HPSI success criteria
guidance includes the identification of the supporting equipment and sub-systems, as well as
operator actions. A key ingredientstressedin the success criteriaguidance is the need to identify
the equipment used to supportthe success path in additionto the timingfor the given actions.
The action timing is crucial to demonstrating that the accident acceptance limits can be met. For a
credible set of success criteria for the HPSI pumps, there is the need to demonstrate for the
initiating events, and most importantly for the small break LOCAs, that the methodology can
credibly predict the location of the two-phase level in the vessel and core regions along with the
clad temperature response during a core uncovery event. Separate effects and integral tests are
identified to accomplish the benchmarking to justify applicability of the chosen thermal
hydraulics code to the initiating events to which the success criteria can be applied.
Results of these criteria demonstrate that several key supporting equipment and systems, along
with timely operator actions, are needed to establish a credible set of HPSI success criteria to
meet the chosen accident acceptance limits. The chosen accident acceptance limits will, in
general, influence the timing of a given operator action and the need for additional supporting
equipment to assure success. For example, an acceptance limit where no core uncovery is allowed
may result in earlier operator actions times and, in some cases, the need for supplemental
injection capability.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR HPSI SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS
INITIATING EVENTS
The following contains supplementary information that supports the HPSI success criteria for the
initiating events identified above and which is summarized in the attached tables. The tables
basically contain only those portions of the success tree that pertain to HPSI injection and the
supporting equipment and operator actions needed to assure the accident acceptance limits are not
exceeded. These tables can serve as guidance for the reviewer in evaluating the success criteria
for HPSI pumps and can be used to also identify areas in need of more in-depth or independent
review. Use of these tables, for example, identified the use of LPSI to mitigate the consequences
of small break LOCAs for Millstone Unit 2 as an area in need of further independent verification
and review.
Small Break LOCA
The HPSI system plays a key role in mitigating the consequences of small break LOCAs where
the RCS pressure remains at elevated values. The typical limiting small break LOCA is that break
size which depressurizes and then stabilizes at an RCS pressure that remainsjust above the
actuation pressure of the safety injection tanks and the low pressure safety injection pump shut
off head. This limiting small break typically occurs in the range 0.1 to 0.02 ft2. A pre-requisite to
successful core cooling is the need for heat removal from the RCS for the smaller breaks in the
small break spectrum. Heat removal is required to maintain the RCS pressure below the shut-off
head of the HPSI pumps to assure sufficient injection is achieved to match and exceed the system
boil-off rate during the LOCA. Heat removal is essential since the break size for ruptures in this
break range is too small to enable sufficient energy removal to maintain RCS pressure low
enough to allow the HPSI pumps to inject. Heat removal can be achieved by assuring auxiliary or
emergency feedwater is actuated during the event. In the event secondary auxiliary or emergency
feedwater is unavailable, the pressurizer PORVs can be opened to depressurize and remove heat
from the RCS.
In summary, HPSI is required to successfully cool the core during the injection phase and
maintain the core in a cooled condition during the long term or re-circulation phase.
To assure the HPSI pump maintains core cooling during the re-circulation phase, the containment
must be successfully cooled to assure the HPSI pumps can maintain suction from the water in the
containment sump.
Thus, for successful core cooling, the HPSI pump must limit the depth and duration of the core
uncovery sustained during the worst small break LOCA where the low pressure pumps and safety
injection tanks do not actuate. And, HPSI must continue to operate during the long term by re
circulating the water from the containment sump.
The HPSI system is also used for small break LOCAs to control boric acid precipitation. Boric
acid precipitation in the core following a LOCA may block the coolant channels and initiate
cladding heat-up and thus pose challenges to the means for cooling the core during the long term.
The HPSI system controls the boric acid content by refilling the RCS for small break LOCAs by
re-establishing single phase natural circulation, which disperses the boric acid that has built-up in
the core through out the RCS.
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It should also be mentioned that it will be necessary to throttle the HPSI pumps to enable the
operators to reduce RCS pressure to actuate the residual heat removal system. For break sizes in
the range 0.02 ft2 and smaller, the RCS will re-pressurize during the event because of the
operation of the HPSI pumps. The RCS will re-pressurize to an RCS pressure where the break
flow equals the injection rate from the pumps. The smaller the break size the higher the re
pressurization in the RCS, with the maximum RCS pressures stabilizing near the shut-off head of
the HPSI pumps. Pressurizer auxiliary spray may also be needed to cool the pressurizer and
further depressurize the RCS to allow entry into shutdown cooling, since upon refilling of the
RCS, hot water will be retained in the pressurizer. Coolown of the RCS coolant loops will
necessitate cooling of the hot water in the pressurizer to facilitate an RCS pressure reduction to
low pressure /temperature shutdown cooling initiation conditions. If pressurizer emergency spray
is unavailable, then a fill and drain method could also be used. If the HPSI pumps cannot be
throttled, then entry into shutdown cooling will be precluded and another means of establishing
long term decay heat removal would be required for small breaks, such as feed and bleed
mentioned above.
Lastly, in the event HPSI is unavailable the LPSI or CS pumps, with adequate justification, can
sometimes be used to provide injection into the RCS. To assure success with the LPSI pumps it
is necessary to cool down the RCS quickly using the bypass system, the secondary atmospheric
dump valves, or feed and bleed. The cooldown must be timely to meet the accident acceptance
limits since the shut-off head for LPSI pumps is typically approximately 200 psia. These pumps
should also operate in the recirculation mode and must perform the same function as the HPSI
pumps to control boric acid precipitation in the core.
Large Break LOCAs
The HPSI pumps, alone, are not effective in cooling the core following a large break LOCA
because of the low injection flow rates compared to the low pressure safety injection pumps and
the safety injection tanks. HPSI is typically required, however, following a large break LOCA
during the re-circulation mode. Other pumps, such as LPSI, could be used but it must be
demonstrated that they provide sufficient flow and will operate during the recirculation mode. In
this mode of injection the HPSI pump must be shown to inject water into the RCS at a rate that
exceeds the core decay heat boil-off. In this condition, the HPSI pump can prevent the core from
uncovering again during the long term. As with small breaks, containment cooling must also be
assured to maintain conditions for the HPSI pump to successfully re-circulate the water,
contained in the containment sump, back into the RCS.
The HPSI system is also used to control boric acid build-up in the core following large breaks,
where the ECC system is incapable of completely refilling the RCS. For these large breaks, the
HPSI flow is split between the hot and cold legs to assure that sufficient flow is provided to each
side of the RCS to flush the boric acid from the core. To flush the boric acid from the core, the
injection into either the hot or cold side must exceed the core boil-off rate by at least 5 - 10 gpm.
This excess in injection is required to provide a net flow from the hot leg through the core to a
break in the cold leg or a net flow from the cold leg through the core to a break in the hot leg that
will flush or remove the boric acid that has accumulated in the core region. Thus, the alignment
of the HPSI pump to the hot and cold leg connections must be established with a flow split that
assures the 5- 10 gpm excess flow is available to flush the core for both hot and cold leg break
locations. For example, a flow split of 60/40 may result in an inadequate injection rate to flush the
core for a break in the side opposite the 40% HPSI injection location. Since boric acid
precipitation occurs many hours into the LOCA (i.e. 4-12 hours) when no actions to control
accumulation are taken, the switch to simultaneous injection occurs during the re-circulation
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mode and therefore requires containment cooling to assure the HPSI pumps can maintain suction
from the containment sump.
Medium Break LOCAs
The requirements for HPSI for medium size LOCAs are the same as for small breaks. The
exception is that HPSI is needed to control boric acid precipitation in a similar manner as that for
large break LOCAs. HPSI is therefore needed to prevent core damage during the short term
injection phase and preclude boric acid precipitation following large breaks during the re
circulation phase.
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
The HPSI pumps are also needed to assure core cooling following a steam generator tube rupture.
Opening of the break causes an initial depressurization of the RCS. Actuation of HPSI refills the
RCS and re-pressurizes the RCS to pressures dependent upon the size of the tube failure. As with
small break LOCAs, the HPSI must be throttled to reduce RCS pressure below the secondary
system pressure to terminate the break flow from the primary side to the secondary side and
terminate the accident consequences. Other equipment is used to assure that the RCS can be
cooled down to shutdown cooling to provide a means of long term decay heat removal and
prevent RCS pressure form increasing above the secondary side. Since the break flow from the
RCS to the secondary system can be terminated early in event by throttling HPSI and cooling
down the RCS, HPSI is employed only in the injection mode. Further details of the response of
the RCS to a tube rupture including an illustration of the equipment and operator actions needed
to cool down the RCS to shutdown cooling conditions is presented in NUREG/CR-6365 entitled
"Steam Generator Tube Failures."
Feed and Bleed
Feed and bleed cooling consists of opening the pressurizer PORVs to depressurize the RCS and
ensure sufficient coolant is injected into the RCS from the HPSI pump to preclude core damage
for all small breaks requiring heat removal for RCS pressure control. Feed and bleed cooling is
therefore initiated following a small break when emergency feedwater is unavailable. Feed and
bleed cooling is also required for all non-LOCA events where secondary emergency or auxiliary
feedwater is unavailable. To assure feed and bleed is successful the PORVs must be opened prior
to the loss of the secondary heat sink, so timing of this action is critical to the success of feed and
bleed. Also, for some nuclear steam supply systems, opening the PORVs just prior to the loss of
the secondary heat sink may not enable a successful feed and bleed cooling of the RCS, since
PORV capacity may be limited.
Hand calculations can be performed to verify the feasibility of feed and bleed cooling and
consists of the following checks:
1. Compute the time required to boil dry the secondary system with core decay heat.
2. Compute the core decay heat steaming rate at the time on the decay heat curve when the
steam generators boil dry.
3. Compute the RCS pressure that will pass the core decay heat steaming rate through a single
PORV for saturated steam flow through the valve.
4. This resulting cold leg pressure must be below the HPSI pump shut-off head to a sufficiently
low value to allow the injection from the HPSI pump to exceed the boil-off rate in the core at
the time the secondary liquid is exhausted.
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Accident Mitigating Strategies in which HPSI System is Challenged
Event
SiB LOUCA

Injection Phase
HPSI credited.
Note charging
pumps (CPs) are
sometimes credited
with HPSI.

I

Recirc. Phase

Heat Removal
I

I
Auxiliary or
emergency
feedwater needed.

Feed and Bleed
needed if
emergency feed
unavailable

HPSI/CPs credited

LV1-a or OtIher

injection pump
credited.
(Assumes HPSI is
unpvailable)
L ___________

-I-

Containment
Cooling
N/A

Boric Acid

Long Term

Control

Cooling

N/A

N/A

I.

Cont. cooling
needed to assure
adequate NPSH for
HPSI pump

N/A

Aux./emergency
feed or Feed and
Bleed

Cont. cooling
needed to assure
NPSH met

Must show
lIPSI/CPs refill s
RCS and reestablishes single
phase nat. circ. to
disperse boric acid.
If HPSI cannot be
throttled to initiate
RHR, must use
feed and bleed for
long term cooling.

IIPSI/CPs must be
throttled to reduce
pressure to actuate
RHR. Emergency
sprays needed to
cool Pzr. If
emergency sprays
unavailable use till
and drain or
initiate F&B.

Sec. coolIown
with aux. Feed or
Feed and Bleed
needed to reduce
RCS pressure

Cont. cooling
needed for LPSI
NPSH during
recirculation mode.

Must show LPSI
refills RCS and re
establishes single
phase nat. circ. to
disperse boric acid

Feed and bleed
will provide long
term cooling with
LPSI in the
recirculation mode.

I. ___________

.j ___________

j

___________

Operator Actions
I

I.

N/A

I ___________

I

Comments
I

Sec. cooldown
HPSI and CPs plus
must be timely to
timing of secondary
assure RItR is
heat removal needed
activated before
to meet accident
CST empties. "
acceptance criteria I
Must identify
PORVs may be of
timing of PORV
insufficient capacity
actuation and
to enable RCS
show bleed path
depressurization
can maintain RCS
below HPSi shutoff
pressure below
head to met
shutoff head of
acceptance criteria.
HPSI pump to
Identify other means
meet accident
of supplementing
acceptance criteria. RCS cooldown with
If PORVs are
PORVs for success.
ineffective,
identify timing for
use of secondary
cooldown followed
by PORV
actuation
Timing for
If HPSI/CP pumps
initiating RCS
cannot be throttled,
cooldown to
then feed and bleed
enable refill of
needs to be initiated
RCS. Timing of
for long term
HPSI/CP pump
cooling.
throttling and use
of Pzr sprays or
fill and drain
needed to initiate
RI-JR. Timing for
F&B needed in
event sec. cooling
unavailable
Timing for PORV
actuation needed to
assure RCS
pressure can be
reduced below
shutoff head of
LPSI pump

I

Timing of operator
actions needed to
show accident
acceptance criteria
are met. Must also
show LPSI can take
suction from sump.
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Event
Large and medium
LOCA

Event
Transients

Injection Phase
HPSI credited

Injection Phase
HPSI credited

Recirc. Phase

ileat Removal

Containment
Cooling

Boric Acid
Control

N/A

Not needed

N/A

N/A

HPSI credited

Not needed

Cont. cooling
needed to assure
adequate NPSH for
HPSI pump

Simultaneoushot/cold side
injection actuated
to control boric
acid

Recirc. Phase
HPSI credited

[teat Removal

Containment
Cooling

Boric Acid
Control

Feed and Bleed
cooling actuated
due to lack of
secondary cooling.

Cont. cooling
needed to assure
adequate NPSH for
HPSI pump

Must show HPSI
refills RCS and reestablishes single
phase nat. circ. to
disperse boric acid
as long as feed and
bleed is
operational

Long Term
Cooling
N/A

Operator Actions
None

HPSI pump cools
the core during
long term

Operator action
time for switching
to simultaneous
injection needed to
control boric acid

Long Term
Cooling
Feed and Bleed
provides long term
core decay heat
removal,

Operator Actions
Must identify
timing for PORV
actuation and show
bleed path can
maintain RCS
pressure below
shutoff head of
HPSI pump to
meet accident
acceptance criteria,
If PORVs are
ineffective,
identify timing for
use of secondary
cooldown followed
by PORV
actuation

Comments
lIPSI pump plus
identify other ECC
equipment needed to
meet accident
acceptance criteria
Flow rate into each
leg must exceed core
boil-offrate by 5-10
gpm to assure boric
acid can be flushed
from core after
switch to
simultaneous.
Injection mode.

Comments
IIPSI pump plus
feed and bleed
cooling needed to
meet accident
acceptance criteria.
If PORVs are
ineffective in
reducing RCS
pressure below l-PSI
pump shutoff head,
need to identify
other means to
supplement RCS
heat removal and
reduce RCS
pressure. For ex.
depressurize RCS
with sec. cooldown
then open PORVs.
Timing and
conditions for
cooldown
identified. must be

